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MCQ.

1)The headquarter of the Christian missionaries were at 

a)Cochin

b)Calicut

c)Serampore

d)Ahmedabad

2)The Supreme Court has got Appellate Jurisdiction in 

a)Constitutional

b)Criminal cases

c)Civil cases

d)All of these

3)Who among the following was an anglicist?

a)James Mill

b)Henry Thomas

c)Nathaniel Halhed

d)William Jones

4)Our Judicial system includes

a)The Supreme court

b)the High courts

c)The sub-ordinate court 

d)All of these

5)TISCO was set up in Jamshedpur in __



a)1900

b)1906

c)1907

d)1920

Fill in the blanks.

a) ___________ is the process in which metals are extracted from their ores by heating 
beyond the melting point .

b) __________ refers  to  an  economic  activity  that  is  concerned  with  production  of 
goods,  extraction  of  minerals or the provision of services.

c) “a   single   shelf   of   a   good European library was worth the whole  native  
literature  of  India and  Arabia”.The statement is said by ___________.

d) A person who can read write and teach is known as___________.

Complete the table

Description  of  Violation Branch of Law Procedure  to  beFollowed
A  group  of  girls  are  
persistently  harassed  by  
agroup  of  boys  while  
walking  to  school.
A tenant who is being forced 
to move outfiles  a  case  in  
court  against  the  landlord

Define the following terms.

a)Linguist

b)Vernacular language

c)Compensation

d)Sunrise industries

Learn the following .

a) Re-read the list of Fundamental Rights provided in Chapter 1. How do you think the 
Right toConstitutional Remedies connects to the idea of judicial review?

b) Why do you think the introduction of Public Interest Litigation (PIL) in the 1980s is a 
significantstep in ensuring access to justice for all?

c) Which industrty is often referred to as the backbone of modern industryand why?
d) Differentiate between small scale and large scale industries.



e) Why did William Jones feel the need to study Indianhistory, philosophy and law?
f) Why did James Mill and Thomas Macaulay thinkthat European education was 

essential in India?
g) What were the recommendations of Wood’s Despatch?


